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QUESTION 1

A project is undertaken for a customer where all labor costs are non-billable, and Non-Labor costs are billable if the
accumulated costs incurred are greater than $10k. How can Oracle Projects be implemented to support this? 

A. Use transaction controls to restrict billing to Non-Labor elements and to calculate the bill amounts on Non-Labor. 

B. Use transaction controls tobilling Non-Labor elements, capture the value on the project, and then use the Non-Labor
billing extension to calculate when an activity is billable. 

C. Create an agreement and funding for $10k only, and fund only those tasks on a project where you estimate to incur
costs of $10k or more. 

D. Use the cost-to-cost billing extension to build billing rules to meet the requirement. 

E. Use the cost accrual extension. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A project manager wants to create a revenue budget based on the project agreement and allocated funding. How can
this be achieved? 

A. by manually creatingarevenue budget 

B. by selecting Funding revaluation in the systemimplementation options. 

C. by selecting the "baseline project without budget" option, which will createa revenue budgetautomatically based on
project funding 

D. by selecting Invoiceat top taskfor the project 

E. by setting transaction controls 

Correct Answer: C 

You can automatically create and baseline an Approved Revenue Budget for a project by checking the Baseline
Funding without Budget check box in the Project Funding Inquiry window. 

Note:Budget/Fund/Bill at Project or Top Task Level 

You can create a revenue budget, funding source allocation and project agreement, and perform billing at either the
project or the top task level. After you have created an allocation line at either level, you cannot change to another level.
For example, if you have created a funding allocation for a top task, you cannot create another funding allocation for the
same project without entering a top task. 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer is planning to upgrade from 11/to R12 to use Subledger Accounting (SLA). Identify the three options
available to the customer. 
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A. Configure SLA without using the existing AutoAccountingsetup.SLAgenerates accountingcombinations without
AutoAccounting. 

B. Continue to use the existing AutoAccounting setup. SLAuses the default flexfield valuesgenerated
byAutoAccounting. 

C. Define alternative accounting rulesin SLA to overwrite the defaultvalues provided byAutoAccounting. 

D. Use the existingAutoAccountingsetup at the point of upgrade. Evaluate the benefits ofSLA and migrate to SLA when
and if beneficial. 

E. Use the existingAutoAccountingsetup only. SLA is not applicable to Projects because Oracle Projects
hasAutoAccounting. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

C:View Accounting Details 

With the integration to Oracle Subledger Accounting, you now have the option to define account derivation rules within
Oracle Subledger Accounting that will replace the default accounts generated by the Oracle Projects AutoAccounting
feature. 

E:Account Generation Rules During the upgrade, Oracle Grants Accounting creates default accounting definitions that
allow the system to continue using existing AutoAccounting rules without additional setup steps. You may choose to
create your own accounting definitions using Accounting Method 

 

QUESTION 4

In which two circumstances would it be appropriate to deselect the "Interface Revenue to GL" option in System
Implementation Options, before you run the Interface to GC? 

A. During data migration ifRevenue is already in General Ledger 

B. When Revenueis handled in Accounts Receivable 

C. WhenAutoAccounting isincorrect and the Revenue interfacing to GeneralLedger needs to be puton hold. 

D. When Financewants to reconcile Unbilled Receivables/Unearned Revenue 

E. When Revenuewas generated in errorforallprojects in Released status, and needs to becorrected. 

Correct Answer: AB 

A: If the revenue amounts are already interfaced to General Ledger (GL) through a different interface, then uncheck the
`Interface Revenue to GL\\' option in the implementation options and run the `Interface Revenue to GL\\' process in
Oracle projects. This will turn the flags in the revenue records as accepted in GL, though it is not interfaced. Once this is
done, revert back the implementation option back to its original state. 

 

QUESTION 5

A project manager would like to find out how much event revenue was accrued against a project up to and including a
specific date. Where would this information be available? 
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A. Events form within Project Status Inquiry 

B. Accrued revenue withinExpenditure Inquiry Form 

C. Revenue ReviewForm 

D. ReviewProjectFundingForm 

Correct Answer: A 

Project Status Inquiry 

You can quickly and easily review the current status of a project, and then drill down for a more detailed review of the
project and its tasks. It enables you to search for a project using search criteria. You can review project, task, and
resource summary amounts, and actual and commitment amounts using a different resource list. 

Oracle Projects maintains various levels of project summary amounts for cost, commitment, revenue, and budget
amounts by project, task, and resource. You can review project summary amounts to quickly determine the status of a
project, such as reviewing the current and originalbudgeted amounts and compare them to actual and commitment
amounts. You can drill down to see summary amounts for the resources of the project or the selected task. You can
select a resource list by which you want to view actuals and budgets. In addition, you can export project status inquiry
data into an Excel spreadsheet for further analysis. 
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